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LYTRODUCTION

Because of the universally felt un-
certain y of air-speed measurem&ts by the
Pitot tube, when the instrument is mounted
c~ose to some other body—as is so frequently
the case in both flight and tunnel re-
search—a series of tests have been made
in the NTO.1 (5-ft. atmospheric) wind tun-
nel of the hTational Advisory Committee
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FIG. 1.—Pitob static tube used in tests

for Aeronautics with the objed of determining the nature and maggtude of errors inherent
to some of the most common installations.

FIG. 2.—General view of set-up. Perpemlicular rod in pIace for
interference t&s

APPARATUS AND PRO CEDTJRE

The Pitot-st atic tube used throughout these
tests -was of the type developed and generaUy used
at LangIey Memorial Laboratory; details of con-
struction are shown in Figure 1.

The tunneI installation maybe seen in F@re Z,
-which illustrates the first interference investigated.
& S~OWII ti this photograph, the Pitot was screwed
into the end of a $ft. (152.4 cm.) kn@h of ~ in.
(1.37 cm. O. D.) pipe and the Iatter supported axiaIIy
in the tunnel by a number of wiresl the farthest up-
stream point of support being 2-f t. (60.96 cm.] behind
the nose of the tube. Eubber tubes -were led from
the Pitot through the pipe to its downstream end,
along one of the supporting wires to the tunneI vdl,
and thence to an alcohol-filled micromanometer.1

The end of the pipe mas chamfered and the
addition of a little TWX made its juncture with the
Pitot tube quite smooth. This set-up Iocated the
front end of the instrument 40 in. (101.6 cm.) down-
stream from the the honeycomb (~ x 3 in.) (0.95 x

7.62 cm.) tubes.
A calibration run against the Pitot ordinarily

used for tunnel air-speed measurement gave a dead
check, except at one point., with a previous calibr-
ation in which a standard h’. P. L. tube had been
used in the same position. At a speed of 5 m/s
(16.4 ft./see.), the error in head was 0.1 mm. (0.00+!
in.), the leash count of the manometer vernier.

-—

1A complete description of this instrument appears in N. A. (2. A. Technical N-ote N-O. 81. The Lx& count of the veruier is0.1 m
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The first test simulated the conditions prevailing in the use of the N. P. L. (right angle)
type Pitot. The set=up is shown in Figure 2. Th~ cyhndrieal rod, of the diameter of the
Pitot tube, was supported in a block which was fastened to the tunnel wall and its other end
was in contact with the tube, or the pipe, as it was moved downstream. Starting close behind
the static orifices, the rod was moved downstream until the observed Pitot-st atic difference Imcame
negligibly clifferent from that found with no interference. ReadLugs were made at three air
speeds, 10, 20, and 30 m/s (32.8, 65.6, and 98,4 ft./see.), at each position to detmt the existence
of any scale effect. Although only the Pitot-static differences (hs+ k~) – ii. = q/3, where &is the
density of the manometer fluid, appear in the data, the impact tube reading was observed
separately and it was found that no variation could be detected for any of the conditions
encountered.

The second case investigated was one having its application in the method used here for the
exploration of wind tunnels for velocity distribution. The Pitot tube was set into a rectangular
bar 8Ax 1% in. (1.91 x 3.81 cm.) which was placed as a tunnel throat diameter, the narrow f ace
b~ing presented to the airflow. The upstream side of the bar was 4}; in. behind the static open-
ings of the tube and data were taken at 20 and 30 m/s (65.6 and 98.4 ft./see.). As 4% in.
(11.43 cm.) is the greatest distance that can be obtained with the standard tube, unless an

FIG. 3.—InstaIIation for test on interference of streamline body FIG. 4.—InetaIlation for test on interference of disk

extension be used, no attempt was made to find the shape of the interference curve and the
two point values constitute aH the data.

The interference condition of case three is- particularly applicab~e to trailing flight test
instruments, although it gives valuable indications _on streamline forms in general. A split
body of revolution, evolved from a Joukowski airfoil profile of length-thickne~s ratio 4.5 by
simply fairing it to a blunt-end at about 0.7 the original length, was clamped on the yipe in
several positions behind the Pitot (see fig, 3) and data similar to that of the first case observed.

The process was repeated for the fourth case, in which a disk of the same diameter as that
of the maximum section of the streamline body was used. This set-up is shown in Figure 4.
This test was begun with the object of providing a base for comparison but the data showed the
existence of a very peculiar state of affairs which indicated that the disk and Pitot tube might
prove valuable as a ‘(turbulence meter”.

Accordingly, a iifth test was made. It differed from the fourth onIy in that a wire screen
of ~ in. (0.635 cm.)- mesh was placed 9 in. (22.86 cm.) upstream from the nose of the tube.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calibration data are contained in Table I; Figure 10 is plotted therefrom. The slope
of the calibration curve is exactly one.

Table II contains the data relating to the interference of a cylindrical rod. To facilittite
comparison, the recorded heads have been reduced to percentages of the heads existing under
conditions of no interference. These vahes have been plotted against-distance aft of the static
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orifices of the Pitofi tube as Figure 5. The curves -shqw the existence of a considerable scaIe

effect, as might be expected from the shape of the resistance coefficient curve for cylinders in
that W range, and there is, also, indication of a critical interference at about 3 inches distance
with the two lower speeds. As the rod was very close to the juncture of Pitot tube and pipe,
at this distance, Iit’cle concern is felt. over the apparent re-rersal of the interference curves; as

—
D,hches

FIG. 5

D.cm

D,hches
Fm. 6

the reversal does not appear in the data irom the hQh speed mm, the effect is attributed to the
slight form irregtiarity. The maximum error iu head found under these conditions being
only 6.5V0 (3.4% in velocity), the interference curves have not been plotted on abscissae of rod
diarne~er units b-ut, if we a~ee
cate that I To accuracy may
be had if the perpendicukr
cylinder be kept eight or more
diameters behind the static
orifices.

The data in TabIe HI re-
quire IWe comment; it is
indicated thafi mounting Pitot
tubes on a rectangdar bar of
the proportions used here will
gi Ye rise to an error of ro~~hly
6To in head or 3% in ~elocity.
In connection with this type
of interference it would be
valuable to know the relative
magnitude of errors which
wotdd be produced by the
substitution of a strut of suf-
ficient size to enelose the bar.

D,fixhes
FIG. 7

. .

Wlen the size of the stream-tie body is considered, its interference seems remarkably
smaJ1. The data from the tests of this section are tabtiated in Table IV and plott-ed in Figure 6.
It is worthy of note that scale effect is entirely absent except when the nose of the body is very
close to the static openings of the tube.
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In Table V are_contained the data on the interference of a disk having the same diameter
as that of the stream-line body at its maximum section. Figure 7 brings out two interesting
points in acldition to depicting the interference effect. In accordance with expectation, scale

Diome+ers
[Sfaficopenings +0 obsfrucfion)

FIG. 8

effect is conspicuous by its absence, and the interference curve has an unexpected double
inflection at a small distance behind the active portion of the tube. This sharply deflrmd
irregularity suggested the possibility of using the combination of disk and tube as a ‘f t.urbu-

D.cm

D,inches
FIG. 9

lence meter.” This curve and the one of Figure 6 h~ve been replotted in Figure S, the abscissa
unit there baiug the diameter of the interfering body; the &f erence in interference of disk
and stream-line body here becomes very apparent.

Results obtained from the Pitot-disk combination under conditions of increased turbulence
are given in Table VI, from which Figure 9 is plotted. It will be seen that in thk airflow
the critical interference occurs with the disk much.closer to the static orifices than was the
case in the previous test, and that the break in the_curve is wuch less acute. It is believed
that the break will occur at a distance which is, for any given condition of turbulence, a fixed
proportion of the disk diameter. The indication is, of course, that in a smooth air flow this
point is the upstream limit of the turbulent mass of air in front of the disk and that, as the
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turbulence increases, the point will move toward the face of the disk and become less distinct.
It is planned to extend this phase of the work and, if possible, e~olve a practical ‘(turbulence
meter.”
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FIG. 10

TABLE I “

k= Pitot-static head indicated by @JibrrJwi service instrument.
hl=Pitot-static head indicated by ins~ent under test.

TABLE II

LWTERFERENCE OF 3:8” (0.95 cm-) ROD PERPENDICULAR TO IT. A- C. A. PITOT TUBE

F (m[s) 10 I %I 30

D
\ Head (cm. alcohol)

(cm.) in.

0.72
.72
.74
‘6.,

: z
.75
.75

:~
-.77
.77

10
I

!M
I

&l

93.5
93.5
94.8
w. i
%3.7
97.4
q’.~

97.4
w. 4

ml
100

. .

——J.

.-
_-.—

_——

.——

,.=.

D= Distsnee from static openings to center Iine of 3;8 in. (0.95cm.) rod.

52?01—2+22
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TABLE III
INTERFERENCE OF %“ x 1%” (1.91x 3.81 cm) BAR 4%/’ (11.43cm.) BEHIND STATIC OPENINGS OF N.-A. C. A. PITOT TUBE

v (m/s)

-- JA
20 30 M 30

D

Head (cm. alcohol) %a
(cm.) in.

11.43 4% , 2.86 6.46

1° ‘m
3.04 6.87 ,.-..~f--- . ..-!!-.- .

TABLE IV
INTERFERENCE OF STREAMLINE BODY ON h’. A. C. A. PITOT TUBE

Y (m[s) 10 I 20
I

30

D

Haad (em. alcohol)
(cm.) in.

10 1“’0 30

%k

49.4
57.2
78.0
91.0
95,0
95.0
97.5

35.4
g:

92;4
96.4
96.7
97.4

34.9
58.2
78.3
92.9
95.7
98.0
69.3

----.---

lJ-Distrmce from static openings to nose of body.

TABLE V
INTERFERENCE OF 4%” (11.43 cm) DISK OX N. A. C. A. PITOT TUBE

1111

l—
in.

I.— -———l—

% 0.13
1 .211
1$4 .27
1% ---.--:5:
2
!zg .37

.44
: .56

.66
“: .70

10 . .73
12 .74

.74
:$ .75
m .77

0.53
.82

1.03
--------

1.01
L 43
L 71
217
2.60

- 2.79
291
2.97
2.98
3.01
3.05

17.4 17.8
26.9 26.5
33.8 311

--------- 2&5
33.1 32.8
46.9 46.1
56.1 56.1
71.2 71.3
85.3 85.8
91.5 91.2
9s. 4 95.5
97.4 96.8
97.7 97.2
98.7 89.1

co I-------------------
D=distfmce from static openings to dkk,
TurbrrIence: regnlar testing emrdition.

TABLE VI
INTERFERENCE OF 4~ (11.48 cm.) DISK OX N. A. C. A. PITOT TUBE

.

m:Fl
I I

D

Eead (cm. alcohol) %h
(cm.) in.

—

L 27 x 0.43 0:;’ 14,1 11.2
1.91 ?4 .45 14.7 14.3
2.54 .63 1.33 20.6 L9.4
3.81 l;] .96 .
6.35 1.61
co ~ ~ 3.05 % -.!!!+!l

from tube.

—
D=distance from static openings to disk.
Turbulence: Wire screen, ~ in. (0.635cm,) mesh, 9 in, (22.86em.) upstream


